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Abstract 
In order to acquire image with higher resolution and less error for detecting underground objects, a three dimensional ultrasonic 
underground imaging technique using an electromagnetic-induction type sound source and an amplitude correlation synthesis 
processing (ACSP) method has been proposed in our previous work. Depending on the conditions of the ground surface, 
Rayleigh waves propagating along the surface directly may be received with significant amplitude by the receiver array. That will 
cause interference with the reflect signal of the underground objects and will bring forth error images to the imaging result. In 
this paper, the Rayleigh wave with comparatively high amplitude is measured experimentally in a model field filled with 
mountain sands, and its waveform is estimated and simulated approximately by an exponentially decaying sinusoidal wave. The 
effect on the image of underground object is discussed by synthesizing the received signal with the modeled Rayleigh wave with 
various relative amplitudes. The result images calculated by ACSP method show that the effect of Rayleigh wave is not marked 
when its peak amplitude is not greater than that of the signal reflected from the underground object. 
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1. Introduction 
An efficient method for nondestructively detecting underground objects such as pipelines or buried relics is 
expected. Owing to the serious unevenness of acoustic parameters and the large attenuation of high frequency waves 
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in shallow underground, ultrasonic signals with poor time resolution and signal to noise ratio (SNR) will be received. 
In our previous work, an ultrasonic underground imaging method using an electromagnetic-induction (EMI) type 
sound source and an amplitude correlation synthesis processing (ACSP) method has been proposed [1, 2]. Based on 
the synthetic aperture focusing technique [3], a nonlinear processing method [4] is introduced to the underground 
imaging processing, in order to acquire images with little error and high resolution from comparatively few received 
signals with poor SNR and resolution. 
Because the sound velocity of sand and soil is a very complicated parameter that depends on grain size, grain 
density, porosity, and moisture content, etc., up to now, the sound velocities we employed for signal processing were 
measured from buried receivers. As an attempt of improving the efficiency for field testing, we began to discuss this 
issue from study the relationship between velocities of ultrasound propagating underground and along ground 
surface. However, the results showed too little differences between the velocities of underground longitudinal wave 
and that of the wave propagating along ground surface [5]. 
In this paper, the ultrasonic waves propagating along ground surface are re-measured with different physical 
conditions of the ground surface. The results of sound velocity analysis suggest that a Rayleigh wave with 
comparatively high amplitude may be received. Moreover, by using simplified models of pulse wave reflected from 
underground object and Rayleigh wave propagating along ground surface, the effect of Rayleigh wave on imaging 
result is discussed. 
2. Ultrasonic waves measured from ground surface 
The measurement is carried out on a model sand bath. The size of the sand bath is 3 m cubic and is filled with 
mountain sands. The theoretical waveform radiated by the EMI sound source can be expressed as [6] 
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where fa is the main acoustical driving frequency, which is set to be 460 Hz in the experiment. Anyway, because of 
the attenuation of high frequency part, the main frequency in received signal is only about 300 Hz. Piezoelectric 
type acceleration sensors are employed as receivers, which has a very flat frequency response below 2 kHz. 
The EMI sound source and 6 receivers are arranged as a linear array along the diagonal line of the sand bath. The 
receivers are placed with identical interval of 10 cm, and their distances to the center of the sound source are 1.0 m ~ 
1.5 m, respectively. 
During the measurement, we changed the moisture and hardness of the ground surface intentionally. Fig. 1 shows 
two signals received by the receiver at 1.0 m with different ground surface conditions. Though both the start times 
of the wave are similar at about 6 ms, the lower one shows a component with high amplitude from around 12 ms. 
Figures 2(a) – 2(c) show the example of signals received at different distances, with the ground surface 
conditions same as the lower waveform shown in Fig. 1. These waveforms indicate that there are two different 
waves, one with lower amplitude and faster velocity, while the other with higher amplitude and slower velocity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. Example of two waveforms received at 1.0 m with different ground surface conditions. 
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Fig. 2. (a) signal at 1.0 m; (b) signal at 1.2 m; (c) signal at 1.4 m; (d)velocity analysis result. 
Delay times of the first peaks of both the two types of wave are picked out respectively. Fig. 2(d) shows the 
results of these times versus the corresponding distances of receivers, with five measurements at each receiving 
position. The velocities of the two types of wave are estimated by the slopes of the regression lines across these 
plots. The results suggest that the faster component should be a longitudinal wave and the slower one should be 
Rayleigh wave. 
3. Effect of Rayleigh wave on imaging result 
Though we have no adequate data to draw the relationship between ground surface condition and the amplitude 
of Rayleigh wave, the waveforms have shown that Rayleigh wave may be received with comparatively high 
amplitude. This is supposed to cause error images in the imaging result of underground objects, because the echo 
signal reflected from underground objects mostly appears after the Rayleigh wave due to the lengths of their 
propagating paths. Here, the effect of Rayleigh wave is discussed by numerical simulation. 
A round type receivers array with 12 receivers (R11~R43) shown in Fig. 3 is employed for acquiring echo signals 
reflected from underground objects. As shown in Eq. (2), the simulated signal received by Rij is synthesized by a 
simply modeled Rayleigh wave SR(t) and an echo pulse SPij(t) reflected from an assumed point reflector P. 
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where fm=300 Hz is the main frequency of experimental received signals. Here, in the first term, Į=200 Hz is 
determined by an estimation of several measured Rayleigh waves, ĲR= 0.007 s is the propagating time of Rayleigh 
wave calculated from the distance of receiver to sound source and Cii shown in Fig. 2(d). In the second term, 
ĲPij=(rPT+rPij)/CL is the propagating time of echo pulse, where rPT, rPij is the distance from P to T, Rij, respectively, 
and CL=190 m/s is the underground velocity of longitudinal wave measured experimentally. 
Examples of imaging results of a point reflector (x=60 cm, y=0 cm, z=100 cm) derived by ACSP from simulated 
signals with different Ratio of the peak value of Rayleigh wave to that of Echo pulses (RRE) are shown in Fig. 4. 
These results and some other results with different positions of the reflector P not shown here indicate that when the 
underground object is deep enough that its echo pulse arrives over 1 wavelength later than Rayleigh wave, the effect 
of Rayleigh wave on imaging result will not be marked even if its peak amplitude is equivalent to the echo pulse 
from the underground reflector. 
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Fig. 3. Receivers array (T: sound source, R11~R43: receivers). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 4. Vertical cross-section imaging results when (a) RRE=2.0; (b) RRE=1.5; (c) RRE=1.0. (X: assumed position of reflector). 
4. Conclusions 
Ultrasonic waves propagating along ground surface is measured, and the result of velocity analysis shows that a 
Rayleigh wave with high amplitude is received. The effect of Rayleigh wave on underground imaging is estimated 
by numerical simulation using simply modeled signals, and the results show that the effect of Rayleigh wave is not 
marked when its peak amplitude is not greater than that of the signal reflected from the underground object. 
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